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abstract: This study presents a methOd01ogy that utilizes available freight attraction rates which
determines the reasonable number of public distribution centers,along with their 10Cations and sizes
by analyzing cost trade―off between transportation and facility costs of the distribution center.  An
interac」ve approach is used in which an optimization program,the METRO(MEta Truck Routing

Optimizer),Serves as a tool for investigating location decisions. The methodology is applied using
Tokyo Metropolitan Region as a case.  Since some ofthe conll■odities such as sand and gravel,and
petroleunl products are not suitable for distribution center usage,the study wiH only focus on sixteen

selected basic consumer items.

1.INTRODUCTION

Changcs in the industrial structure, diversifled consumer demands, and advances in the fleld of
technology have resulted to Just‐in‐Timc(JIT)サ pe Of physical distribution which decreased truck
loading rates and caused more frequent delivew of trucks.  The development of public distribution

centers is an attempt by the public sector to change the existing method of delivery to consoHdated
delivc「y in order to increase the loading factors of trucks.  E)istribution centers serve as a central

facility for consolidating goods and concentrating the usage of heavy vehicles on express、vays to
prevent them from circulating in urban areas.  The provision of public distribution centers has been
proposed by the Japanese Ministv of Construction to reduce trattc congestion and ilnprove the
quali″ofthe urban environment.

2。METHODOLOGY AND COST FORⅣ lULATION

The methodology has the fo1lowing assumptions: 1)

demand regions are represented as points and are

assumed to be located at the centroids of each zone,2)
proportion of goods that utilizes public distribution

centers is given and target goods can be handled

simultaneously at distribution centers, 3) distribution

centers are to be located in demand areas, and no

restrictions on goods handling capaciり ち4)Euclidean

distances are used,and del市 ev from the facility to the

customer is by direct transport, 5)inbound cOsts are

excluded from the cost trade‐ off analysis since their

sensitivity to the number of distribution centers is vew

linlited.

Transport distances are calculated based on the results of
the METRO(Fig.2).Faciliサ costS fOr each dist面bution
center is g市en by:几=[(c.χ の/ク′χのノ+rCゎ χαノ/
クゎχの〃 χP″Where Cb Cb,are land and construc伍on
prices,respectivelシЪ al,ab,are land and building areas,P
is the number of distribution facilities, and(χ is the

faciliサexpansiOn factor which considers increase in land
area as the number of facilities increase.  Total cost can

be expressed as:

“
        ′乃′α′Cοs′=′≧ノル°'χノ
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3.CASE STUDY

A case study was done to locate public distribution centers in the Tokyo Mctropolitan Region.  Data

was taken from the 1994 Goods Movement Survey ofthe Comprehensive Transport System Study for

Tokyo Mctropolitan Region.In the stud“ additiona1 12 regional distribution facilities are suggested

to be built as a supplement to the flve existing public distribution facilities located in Adachi,Itabashi,

Keihin,Kasai and Koshigaya.  Thereforc,in total,the number of public distribution facilities planned

forthe Tokyo Metropolitan Region is 17.
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Figure 3‐Cost vs.number of distribution centers(Base Case)

From the cost―trade‐off analysis in Fitture 3 for the base case(eXiSting condition),it Can be seen that
the optinlal number of distribution facilities is 5.  Ho、vevet cost comparison in Table l 、vill reveal
that the difference in the total cost bet、veen 4 facilities to 5 facilities is only 2.90/0.  Moreover9 once

there are more than 16 distribution facilities,there is little opportunity to reduce transportation cost.

This means that adding more distribution facilities provide little added benerlt.  Figure 4 shows thc

locations and respective sizes、vhen number offacilities is 5.

Tab:el‐ Comparison of costs and average trave:distances as

the number of DC increases(Base Case)
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Figure 2-Samp:e output ofthe METRO
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Figure 4-Location p:an&sizes、 ″hen DC=5

The behavior of the transport and facility cost curve

when plotted against the number of distribution

centers can be approximated by Rcgrassわ″/″α夕sお・
Figure S shows the estirnated costs based on
regresslon.

″物ά {F/″αクSお and Sセ″s″ッ″ン∠″αク∫お are dOne

to evaluate altcrnative scenarios such as increase in

loading factors duc to consolidation at distribution

centers, increase in the demand of consumcrs, and

changes in parameter values.  These are considered

to understand its effect in the design of locating

distribution centers.
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Figure 5-Approxirnate regression lines
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Figure 6(a)― Sensitivity as demand increases
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Figure 6(b)― Sensitivity as:oad factorincreases
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Figure O(d)― Sensitivity as unit transport costincreases
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Figure 6(c)‐SensLivtty facility factor increases

Figure 6(a)―(d)ShOWS the sensitiviサ oftotal cOst to the number ofdistribution centers after estimating

the behavior of the total cost by regression analysis.  It is remarkable that the total cost function is

very flat around its nlinilnum.  This irnplies that the solution can be an optimal range of values and

not a singic valuc alone.  In Figure 6(a),aS the demand for distribution center increases,the optiinal

number of distribution centers remains ncarly the same since both the transport and facility costs are

affected almost on even telHls by an increase in size.  An increased demand v/in increase the amount

of goods that、vill be handled at distribution centers thus expanding the facility area.  Silnilarl)らthe

amount of goods that needs to be transported wiH increase resulting to a higher transport cost.  In

Figure 6(b),aS truck load factors increase,the optimal number of facilities decreases.  For a load

factor of 100% 、vhich can be realized by freight consolidation, the optilnal number of distribution

centers decreases to only 4.  Howevet for a load factor of only 250/0,the optirnai number of facilities

increases to 10.  This means that freight consolidation should be properly incorporated in the

distribution center to ettciently control distribution costs.Sensiti宙w curves in Figure 6(c)shOWS
that as the facility factor increases,total cost becomes sensitive to the number of distribution centers.
A higher facility factor wiH decrease the optimal number of distribution centers due to the steep
change in facility cost.For a facility factor of zero,the optimal number of facilities is 16.This is
reduced to 3 dist」bulon centers when the faciliサfactOr is increased to O.5.Figure 6(d )shOWS that,

as unit transport cost decreases,the number of distribution centers also decreases and the total cost
becomes more sensitive around this optilnum.  Changes in travel speeds affect unit transport costs.
An increase in travel speed fronl 15 kph to 20 kph results to lo、ver unit transport costs thus decreasing

the optimal number of distribution facilities from 7 to 6。  Conversely9 a decreased travel speed of 10

kph will result to higher unit transport cost thus increasing the optirnal number of distribution centers
to 9.  The results can be viewed in this、v可,an increase in travel speed results to higher levels of
customёr seⅣice thus rnaking the number of facilities miniinal.  Howevet with the decrease in travel

speed,there、vill be a corresponding decrcase in the amount of service level.  Thus,to counter this

e]にct additional distribution facilities are needed to maintain or improve existing customer seⅣice

standards.

Fronl the analysis,there is no distinct suitable number of distribution facilities and that this number

changes as model parameter valucs changes.  Ho、 vevet it is clarifled that as the number of

distribution faciliけinCreases to 16,there is little opportunity to reduce transportation cost and that

adding l■ore distribution facilities provide little added beneflt.  Thus,it can be said that the rnaxilnum
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number of distribution facilities should not be

greater than 16.  The beneflt of supplying

the maxilnum number of facilities is its

Ce“ainサtO inCrcase customer ser宙ce levels
as reflected by a reduced travel distance from

the distribution center to the customer.  As
the need to deliver goods to the right place,at

the right tiFne and in the desired condition
becomes more and more important due to
Just‐in‐Time   and   other   customer

requirements,the provision of 16 distribution
facilities mり be justined to improve
customer seⅣice standards.  Therefore,the
result of this study more or icss corresponds

to the recorninended number of facilities in

the 1994 Comprehensive Transport System

Study for Tokyo Metropolitan Region of 17

distribution facilities.  Figure 7 sho、 vs the

location of the proposed sixteen distribution

facilities.

⑬ Proposedbcttondね釧輌es
■  Existing fac‖tios

Figure 7-Location of proposed faciiities

4.CONCLUS10N

The study discussed the actual utilization of the procedure in urban planning.  Given a data set

obtained from the Goods Movement SuⅣ ey ofTokyo,the study was able to pro宙 de sunable locations

for new public distribution centers that would minimize transport and faciliけ costS・ The most

signincant requirement of the location model is that it idcntifles sensible facility locations.  As long

as the locations are adequately dispersed far apart and serve customers、vithin a reasonable distance or

tirne,transportation cost、vill be approxilnately the same.  On the contrarンちthe combined effect of

taxes,local labor9 and zoning factors、vhich are not easily incorporated into facility location models is

so huge that they are extremely sensitive to small changes in facility locations.Further improvement

can be done by incorporating actual transportation links、vhich consider existent road trafflc conditions

since suitable sites for distribution facilities are those locations near express、vays and interchanges.

It should be kept in mind that the results of the study are merely a guide to urban planning decision

making.  Nevertheless,the study can provide good initial solution to start a detailed analysis of a

locational decision and compare and evaluate alternative distribution facility sites.  Developing

countries that are experiencing numerous problems duc to inefncient goods movement inay beneflt

from the study by incorporating distribution center planning to their urban transportation plans.
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